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Do you wish you could just walk to up a beautiful woman and say hello? Are judgment, rejection,

and low confidence holding you back? Do you just want to attract the women you want - and go

from "hi" to "when are you taking me out?" In Magnetic, you will learn the 10 critical elements of

getting the women you want when you want. Tripp is one of the world's top dating coaches and has

taught thousands of men around the world how to attract and date the beautiful women they meet

every day by becoming their real and authentic selves through Tripp Advice, the most popular

"dating advice for men" channel on YouTube and his top-ranked How to Talk to Girls podcast. In

Magnetic, you'll learn: How to cultivate confidence, eliminate rejection, and make women chase you

How to create a stylish persona and lifestyle that captivates women How to stop being the nice guy

who always gets stuck in the dreaded friend zone Magnetic is not a bunch of made-up stories about

banging models disguised as a book of dating advice for men, nor is it a load of half-baked

scientific-sounding theories on how to pick up women with phrases like "approaching the set",

"negging the target", or "hooking the HB". This book is for men who don't want to pretend to be

somebody else, use cheesy pickup lines, or spend money trying to impress women. Magnetic is

jam-packed with easy-to-learn, real-world advice that you can put into action today without

memorizing a bunch of lines, rehearsing a script, or raising your status by putting people down. After

listening to Magnetic, you'll be able to: Approach women with confidence Have fun and engaging

conversations Read her body language for positive signs And get more dates than you can handle
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Tripp speaks the truth! There is so much great information in here that is not on his Youtube

channel. His tips and techniques really helped build my confidence and approach women. After

reading this book I have gotten more dates and had more success with women than at any point in

my life.

Tripp knows what he speaks. This isn't one of those magic books that teaches you how to become

a stud, without any depth or substance, just to get laid. This really is about your confidence first.

Tripp puts in common sense terms ideas that apply not just to dating but really making an

impression with anyone. It's an easy read, and probably something you will come back to time and

again. Highly recommended for anyone interested in self-improvement.

Last week, my friend brought this book with him to the coffee shop.I read a few pages and I was

hooked.IÃ¢Â€Â™m naturally more quiet and lowkey kind of guy and I could tell from the first pages,

this was written for me.I really like how Tripp doesnÃ¢Â€Â™t focus on changing you into a guy that

goes clubbing 7 times a week. This book really showed me exactly how to own who I naturally am

and still be able to attract girls that I (wrongly) thought were way out of my league.My favorite part of

this book is the actionable advice.TheyÃ¢Â€Â™re priceless.I mean I go through a ton of dating and

seduction advice blogs, videos and books.I can name every major dating coach out there and

techniques, but wow. I have never seen most of the advice given in this book which is damn

amazing to me.IÃ¢Â€Â™m using the steps in this book almost every day (because theyÃ¢Â€Â™re

just so easy) and by doing so, IÃ¢Â€Â™ve removed so much stress from my dating life. Lately, girls

are finally texting me first, asking me out on dates and flirting back  which is what I truly

always wanted.Thanks so much Tripp. I really appreciated this one.

The ONLY book that you need to flirt and seduce woman. Step by step in how to attract the woman

that YOU WANT effortless and naturally. Your mindset to approach beatiful woman, how to

approach her and what to say, flirting , how to talk a girl, and more ... After you read this book you

will have all "tools" necessary to have the woman that you want and desire

I don't usually give glowing reviews of books, even ones that I absolutely love. Still, this one was

worth my time and effort. The explanations on socialization and how it affects every single decision

we make was literally like taking a veil off. If you are a man who has always felt as though

something is missing, or that you aren't good enough, or that women are just absolutely illogical,



illusive creatures that you could never have any real success with, then this book is for you. Digest

it, and allow your life to change. By getting the correct understanding and applying the principles

detailed inside, your life can't help but become better.

Tripp's ideas are clear, concise, and effective. Any man who looks to improve himself and his

interactions with the world around him can only benefit from reading Magnetic. The is no filler. Only

practical easy to understand advice coming from one of the best experts of positive social

interaction. Highly recommended.

Tripp provides a simple, clear and easy to follow format for any guy to develop himself as a man,

approach a woman and have a successful dating life. I myself have worked on this area of my life

for nearly a decade and have read just about everything on this topic and still found this book

valuable on my journey.

If you enjoy reading books with a lot of fluff and flowery language, this is not the book for you. Tripp

has a very clear and flowing writing style that allows for a quick read and immediate action.From

cover to cover, Tripp includes a lot of tactics that will not only help you get the girl, but also get the

sale, the promotion, and make your relationships better in general.I'm a married man of 5 years, and

after applying The Eight C's that Tripp outlines in his book, I have noticed a long lost twinkle in my

wife's eyes that I have not seen in well...5 years.I'd recommend this book to anyone struggling to

find a girl and who wants real, no-nonsense guidanceÃ¢Â€Â‹ from the advice man himself.I'm sure

Magnetic will help you find the woman of your dreams!
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